Storeroom for Infor Distribution SX.e

Increasing service
Storeroom for Infor® Distribution SX.e enables you, the
distributor, to provide a level of service to your
customers that goes beyond the typical
distributor-customer relationship. Storeroom gives you
the ability to manage your customers’ indirect material
and machine supplies by monitoring the warehouse
space they have set up for a toolcrib, industrial vending
machines, maintenance repairs, and
operations inventory.
These managed warehouses typically exist within a
customer’s warehouse or manufacturing facility and all
invoices, issues, and receipts that are generated for the
customer-owned items in the managed warehouse are
associated with the assigned customer and/or ship-to.
When an order is generated for a Storeroom-managed
warehouse, it differs from a traditional product
replenishment request. It is a record of stock being
taken from the storeroom, vending machine, or toolcrib,
rather than a request for product from a vendor to
satisfy an end-customer’s order. Therefore, there are
no costs involved in the transaction; the product was
acquired and paid for through the customer’s normal
replenishment process.
Storeroom provides separate functions that control
setups, issues and returns, inventory movement, cycle
counting, receiving, tool repair and regrind, lot and
serial processing, and reporting. Within a
Storeroom-managed warehouse, inventory can be
further tracked and managed by bin location.

Managing inventory with
API calls
Storeroom for Infor Distribution SX.e allows you to
record inventory adjustments, movement of inventory
to and from unavailable quantities, and transfers
between local warehouses.

Manage your customers’ indirect
material and machine supplies by
monitoring the warehouse space they
have set up for a toolcrib, industrial
vending machines, maintenance
repairs and operations inventory.

Entry of these transactions can be performed onsite
and data transmissions made automatically via
application programming interface (API) calls between
the systems.
Warehouses that are managed by Storeroom must be
designated as a Managed Warehouse in Infor
Distribution SX.e. At that point, it is associated with a
specific customer and exists to manage their toolcrib,
vending machine, or repair inventory only.

Workflow architecture
The Storeroom module is a Java-based application that
is installed separately from Distribution SX.e, but
communicates with the system via real time API calls
and Infor ION integration. This unique architecture is
exclusive to Infor, and allows the distributor to bring the
power of our world class distribution ERP capabilities to
their customers.
Functionality to support Storeroom has been built into
existing Distribution SX.e modules, including
sales/purchase order processing, replenishment,
receiving, invoicing, counting, adjustments,
and reporting.
Records and transactions created and maintained in
the Storeroom application are stored in a
SQL database.

Product and warehouse records are set up in both
Storeroom and Distribution SX.e to maintain data
synchronization between the two systems. You will also
set up and track employees, departments, machines, and
GL numbers in Storeroom.

Storeroom components

Customer vs. distributor-owned

• Lot and serial processing

A Storeroom-managed warehouse can contain inventory
that has been purchased and paid for by the customer,
inventory owned by the distributor, or a combination of
both. Customer-owned or "C" inventory, and distributor
owned or "D" inventory, are tracked separately as items
are issued, replenished, or counted, in order to maintain
accurate costs and balances in General Ledger.
Products that have C and D inventory quantities, or are
exclusively customer owned, will show separate balances
in IC Setup Warehouse Products-Costs. For C inventory,
only the on hand and average costs are maintained, as
these products have already been purchased.

Storeroom provides the following functionality.
• Customer setups for products, employees,
and equipment

• Issues, returns, receipts, and counts
• Recovery billing
• Unavailable/available inventory
• Invoicing
• Bill on receipt
• Handheld
• Reporting
• Tool repair and regrind
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